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Abstract
In present article, I present full Matlab codes of the Paton algorithm for calculating fundamental circuit set and
use it in tumor pathways.
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1 Introduction
Following Zhang (2012), if k links of a network are naturally arranged and thus generates a finited sequence,
the sequence is called a chain. The chain with distinct initial node and terminal node is an open chain, or else it
is a closed chain. A chain without repeated links is a simple chain. An open simple chain without repeated
nodes is defined as the elementary chain, or path. Moreover, if there is at least a chain starting from initial
node u to terminal node v, then the elementary chain starting from u to v exists. Given that the two endpoints
of an elementary chain are the same node, the chain becomes a circuit. A circuit with length k is called the kcircuit. In present article, I will present full Matlab codes of the Paton algorithm for calculating fundamental
circuit set and use it in tumor pathways.
2 Algorithm
Assume there are totally n nodes in the network, and adjacency matrix of the network is d=(dij), i, j=1,2,…,n,
where dij=dji, dii=0, and if dij=1 or dji=1, there is a link (connection) between nodes i and j. The following is the
algorithm of fundamental circuit set, developed by Paton (1969) (Chan et al., 1982; Zhang, 2012, 2016).
Suppose the node set of a network X is V={1,2,…, n}, the adjacency matrix is D, the set of the nodes already
on the tree is T, and the set of the nodes to be tested is S. Let 1T, S=V, and the node 1 be the tree root, then
(1) If T∩S=ϕ, terminate calculation.
(2) If T∩S≠ϕ, choose a node in T∩S.
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(3) Sequentially test every link associated with the node v; if there is not any link to be tested then remove
v from S, and return to (1).
(4) If there exists a link (v, w) to be tested, test whether the node w is in T or not.
(5) If wT, find out the link (v, w) and the fundamental circuit generated by the unique path (in the tree)
that links v and w; remove the link (v, w) from the network and return to (3).
(6) If w∉T, add the link (v, w) to the tree and the node w to T; remove the link (v, w) from the network and
return to (3).
The Matlab codes for calculating fundamental circuit set, fundCircuit.m, are as follows
function [num,n,circuits]=foundCircuit(d)
% d: weighted adjacency matrix; num: total number of fundamental circuits; n: number of fundamental circuits containing each
node; circuits: string of all circuits
v=size(d,1);
l=zeros(1,v); vp=zeros(1,v); ts=zeros(1,v); circuit=zeros(1,v*(v-1)/2);
n=zeros(1,v);
num=0;
for i=1:v
l(i)=-1;
end
circuits='';
t=1;
while (v>0)
its=1;
ts(1)=t; l(t)=0;
while (v>0)
if (its==0) break; end
r=ts(its); lm=l(r)+1;
for w=1:v
if (d(r,w)<=0) continue; end
if ((d(r,w)>0) & ((l(w)+1)==0))
ts(its)=w;
its=its+1;
vp(w)=r; l(w)=lm;
d(r,w)=0; d(w,r)=0;
continue; end
num=num+1; a=vp(w);
m=1;
circuit(1)=r; j=r;
while (v>0)
j=vp(j);
m=m+1;
circuit(m)=j;
if (j==a) break; end
end
m=m+1;
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circuit(m)=w;
circuits=strcat(circuits,'Number of fundamental circuit: ',num2str(num),'\n');
circuits=strcat(circuits,'Fundamental circuit: ');
for j=1:m
circuits=strcat(circuits,num2str(circuit(j)),'->');
end
circuits=strcat(circuits,num2str(circuit(1)),'\n');
for i=1:v
for j=1:m
if (circuit(j)==i) n(i)=n(i)+1; break; end
end; end
d(r,w)=0; d(w,r)=0;
end
its=its-1;
end
la=0;
for t=t:v
if (l(t)==-1) la=1; break; end
end
if (la==1) continue; end
break;
end

3 Application
Use Paton algorithm and the adjacency matrix of tumor pathway p53 (Huang and Zhang, 2012; Li and Zhang,
2013), the calculated foundamental circuits in the p53 network are
Number of fundamental circuit:1
Fundamental circuit:47->26->50->24->47
Number of fundamental circuit:2
Fundamental circuit:47->26->50->51->52->48->47
Number of fundamental circuit:3
Fundamental circuit:37->47->35->37
Number of fundamental circuit:4
Fundamental circuit:16->18->50->51->52->48->16
Number of fundamental circuit:5
Fundamental circuit:31->29->16->18->50->51->52->48->31
Number of fundamental circuit:6
Fundamental circuit:49->51->52->48->49
Number of fundamental circuit:7
Fundamental circuit:28->52->4->28
Number of fundamental circuit:8
Fundamental circuit:2->14->52->8->2
Number of fundamental circuit:9
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Fundamental circuit:2->14->52->10->2
Number of fundamental circuit:10
Fundamental circuit:2->14->52->12->2
Number of fundamental circuit:11
Fundamental circuit:5->2->14->52->4->5
Number of fundamental circuit:12
Fundamental circuit:5->2->14->52->7->5
Number of fundamental circuit:13
Fundamental circuit:9->52->7->9
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